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I INTRODUCTION

60th pol1cy makers and researchers are interested 1n know1ng the

respons1vness of tax-revenue v1s-a-v1s the change 1n 1ncome. Usually

we talk about the tax-revenue elast1c1ty, wh1ch we use for forecast1ng

and wh1ch 1s often necessary 1n studies expla1n1ng the effect of the

tax pol1cy on d1fferent var1ables 1n the economy 1n the past.

There have been many studies made deal1ng w1th the overall progres

siv1ty of the taxat10n system [1], [14], [15], [18]. They are mostly

based on general formulated properties of the tax funct10n and

observed emp1rical 1ncome and tax distributions and give a single

aggregate and momentary measure of the redistributive effect of the

tax system.

The theory based on the aggregation of individual tax functions

resulting in different responsiveness measures of the aggregate tax

revenue function has given the frame for a more thorough study of the

interaction between income growth and the tax system [11] [12]. The

calculations of sources of change in tax-revenue and post-tax income

elasticities has also improved the operationa1ity needed. e.g. for

forecasting. In most of the studies. however, the tax effects from

changes in the taxpayer population have not been explicitely formu

lated. The change in the number of taxpayers affects the tax-revenue

elasticity - as pointed out in [13] and [20] - but it can also be

handled as a tax-policy (threshold) effect, which appears very

strongly when income grows and tax rules are nominally unchanged [6]

[9] [10].
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D~fferent methods has been used to clean the tax-revenue ser~es from

tax pol~cy to obta~n the res~dual for elast~c~ty calculat10ns. These

methods, however, do not go very deeply 1nto the problem and do not

take ~nto account the consequences of pol1cy spec1f~cat~on on the

content of the elast~c~ty. It should be noted that ~f we def~ne the

tax policy, we indirectly also determ1ne the elast1city.

The problem for th1s paper is to construct an aggregate index for the

personal progress1ve income taxation based on m1cro data. By express

ing a tax-policy index, we make a distinction between the automatic

and d1scretionary changes 1n taxes, explicitly taking into account the

change in the taxpayer population. The equiproportionate income growth

assumption frequently used for deriving meaningful formulas - a not

very restr~ctive assumption, as pointed out later on - is used in this

paper for identifying the revenue effect of changes in the taxpayer

population. This effect can, however, later on be 1dent1f1ed on the

tax base side as a non-equiproportionate ~ncome growth in analyzing

the 1ncome growth d1fferences of the taxpayers and all income

rece1vers.

First, we have to specify the reference taxat~on. This has to do with

the tax laws. The implic1t reference when we analyze the tax policy in

terms of discret~onar~ty can be the written tax law or some common

idea of the real meaning behind the tax laws. The tax policy can be

discret~onary of zero degree ~f there is no change in the taxation

rules - the tax schedule specified in nominal terms, for example, is

the same. If in the law is included a statement of inflation

indexation, the nominal schedule has to be changed according to

inflation for the tax policy to be discretionary of zero degree. In
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the following first we are interested in measuring the discretionarity

against the written tax law, which in the Finnish case means that the

discretionarity is of zero degree when no explicit amendments to the

tax laws specified in nominal terms have been made. Later on we look

at the situation when inflation indexation is put in as a reference

for the taxation.

The progressive income taxation (the state income taxation) is the

main subject for the study. The proportional income taxation (the

municipal taxation and insured persons' social security fees) alone is

of no interest for this matter. We also have to formulate the tax

policy for the combined progressive-proportional tax function, but

this is left for later studies.

The tax-policy index which is to be presented is calculated as the

relation between the actual relative change in tax revenue and the

change in tax revenue without a tax policy, where the policy can be

defined in different modes. The operationality in the system is based

on equations linking the tax-policy revenue effect to a neutral or

neutral-equivalent indexation "price"-variable. l ) The indexes are

constructed for different aggregated tax bases to measure the policy

effects separately for the schedule and the deductions. The macro tax

functions behind the analysis are therefore one with the income

arguments post-deduction income of taxpayers and the tax-schedule

policy parameter, one with the arguments pre-deduction income of

taxpayers and a combined schedule-deduction policy parameter and one

which links the taxation to the income growth of all income receivers.

1) Defined on page 9.
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Choudhry [3] has presented a Oivisia index approach for calculating a

discretionary tax-policy index for a combined set of different catego

ries of taxes (direct and indirect taxes). He, however, searched for

the combined macro tax-revenue elasticity. We are going the other way

round by searching for the tax-policy having derived the macro tax

revenue elasticity, where the macro elasticity is a combined elastic

ity calculated on the micro elasticities in the taxpayer population.

The Choudhry approach gives one average estimated tax-revenue elastic

ity for the investigated period. We have calculated the macro elastic

ity for every year in the period. The elasticity changes from year to

year and the change depends simultaneously on the rate of the income

increase and the change in the nominally specified tax laws. The

general reasoning is intuitively as follows: if tax laws - e.g. the

tax schedule - are kept nominally constant and incomes grow, the macro

elasticity decreases, although not so fast as otherwise, because

income receivers with lower incomes who were, not previously taxed

- say in period 0 - become new taxpayers in period 1. The new tax

payers have high instantaneous micro elasticities while the old tax

payers' micro elasticities as a whole go somewhat down. The change of

the macro elasticity depends on the income density in the income range

which includes these marginal new taxpayers. The macro elasticity,

therefore, depends on the shape of the income density function of the

taxpayers, which in turn depends from the policy side on the position

of the nominal threshold - like the schedule's lowest income level or

its "projection" on gross income level - relative to the mean or

median income.

For the macro tax function and its transformation into relative

changes, we are bounded to a constant set of arguments. From the
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v1ewp01nt of t1me new taxpayers mean an 1ncrease of arguments wh11e a

decrease 1n the number of taxpayers means that the number of arguments

decreases. The effect of changes 1n the set of arguments on the tax

revenue depends on the or1g1nal tax po11cy and the quest10n 1s whether

the effect should be cons1dered as a tax policy 1tself or as an

endogenous 1ncrease or decrease of the tax revenue. 1)

As a ma1n p01nt for the analys1s we assume that the 1nstantaneous

macro tax elast1c1ty 1s the same for all 1ncome rece1vers and tax-

payers, because the sum of the taxpayers' and non-taxpayers' elast1c1-

t1es we1ghted accord1ng to tax shares 1s the same as the elast1c1ty

for taxpayers, the non-taxpayers' elast1c1ty and tax share both being

zero. 2)

The result can be used to handle the tax-revenue effect of increasing

or decreasing of incomes due to changes 1n the number of taxpayers as

a non-equiproportionate growth problem. If the pre-deduction incomes

or post-deduction incomes of all income receivers or some sub-popula-

tion of them, both including the taxpayer population, grows equipro-

1) The problem with change in the number of arguments in the macro
function can in a two-period calculation be formally solved by
specifying the tax function for the union set of taxpayers in both
periods. For this trick, however, we need special micro data. In the
forecasting situation it is, however. of no help. In the following
we will handle the tax-revenue effect as originating from the non
equiproportional 1ncome growth of the taxpayer populat1on, although
one usually th1nks of 1t 1n a fixed set of arguments in the function
[17].

2) It can be shown that the average marginal tax rate weighted accord
1ng to income shares decreases in the same proportion as the average
tax rate weighted according to income shares when we enlarge the
taxpayer populat10n to the populat10n of all income receivers, so
the elasticity does not change [8].
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port10nately, then taxpayers l pre-deduct10n and the respect1ve post

deduct10n incomes grow non-equ1proport10nately. The tax revenue grows

then 1n accordance w1th the 1nstantaneous elasticity corrected for the

non-equiproportionate growth and the tax policy by the indirect effect.

The 1ndirect effect 1s zero 1f the nominal threshold, which 1s a po11cy

parameter, 1s changed according to the same rate as 1ncomes grow. Only

1n th1s spec1al case do taxpayers' 1ncomes also grow equiproportion

ately, leav1ng the taxpayers' 1ncome share of all 1ncomes constant.

first, we present br1efly the tax revenue aggregation formula 

developed in [11] - used for calculat10ns. Next we construct the

tax-po11cy 1ndex D(t). The sca11ng of the index is done after that to

obtain the original po11cy 1ndex D*(t), wh1ch does not 1nclude the

new-taxpayers effect. The sources for changes in the po11cy index are

then formulated. In the emp1rical section we use the 1ndex approach for

the different tax bases - post-deduction and pre-deduction incomes of

taxpayers and total 1ncomes of all income receivers - for calculation

of the policy effects from the schedule, from deductions and the new

taxpayers, of wh1ch effects the last one can be identified as a

non-equ1proportionate income growth effect.

II THEORETHICAL AND CONCEPTUAL fRAMEWORK

1. The macro tax elasticity

The macro tax-revenue elast1city calculations used in the emp1rical

analysis are based on the equat10n

(1) 6 10gT = [~w~e(Y1)]6 logy + [~ w~e(Yi)](Yi-Y)

= e~logy + cov(e(yi ), Y1-Y)
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Where T 1s the total tax revenue and y 1s the tax base. The "1nd1v1dual"

tax we1ghts w~ are

and e (i, ) the "1nd1v1dual" tax elast1c1t1es def1ned 1n 1ncome

1ntervals {y~,y~}. In the cov( ) term we have noted
.• • . 1 )
Y1-y = 61 ogy1 -.-11 1ogy .

Two s1mp11f1cat10ns:

1) We assume for the emp1r1cal app11cat10n that the cov( ) 1s zero,

because we do not have the m1cro data for an exp11c1t calculat10n.

The effect on the tax revenue due to the cov( ) can not be ob-

served as a res1dual, because at the same t1me we have the effect

of the 1ncrease 1n the number of arguments 1n the tax funct10n

- 1.e. the new taxpayers continously added to the old ones - and

the tax policy. The cov( ) zero assumption 1s, of course, serious

if we, for example have the post-deduction 1ncome as our tax base,

because even if pre-deduction incomes growth is equiproport10nate

we know that deduct10ns work progress1vely, and hence the post

deduct10n 1ncomes growth is non-equiproport10nate even if the set

of taxpayers is f1xed.

1) The macro elast1c1ty can also be cal~ulated by first calculating_the
we1ghted average marginal tax rate (m) or weighted progression (ft)
as shown 1n [5]. The values of the instantaneous yearly macro para
meters are reported 1n appendix 2.
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ii) For the macro elasticity in equation (1) we make the approximation

A ~ 1(-0 1) h -0 d -1 th i t te :<; e = 2 e +e ,w ere e an e are e average ns an aneous

e1asticities for periods 0 and 1. The approximation means that the

individua1 e1asticities are not rea1 innerpoint estimates. Correspond-
1 0T, 1 Ti Ti

i ng to the elasti city approximati on are the wei ghts wi :::: Z(TT + TO)'

so the popu1ation of taxpayers is a110wed to change from period 0

to period 1. 1)

2. The index of tax policy

From the empirica1 side we have a growth re1ation, i.e. the re1ation

between the relative change in tax revenue and the relative change in

the tax base, where the tax base can be post-deduction or pre-deduction

incomes of taxpayers or the incomes of all income receivers. The time-

series are calculated as five-year moving averages. We write the

quotients as

( 2)

where 6 10gT and 6 10gX are the log changes of the five year moving

sums of the observed tax revenue and tax bases, with t noting the

moving periods.

~ 1 0-1
1) It should be pointed out that in the approximation e:::2"(e + e )

the ~1 is marginally affected through tax weights by the change of

the number of arguments in the tax function and the change in the tax
function itself, whi1e the weights in equation (1) as regards period 1

are hypothetical ones which can not be observed.
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The f1ve-year mov1ng ar1thmet1c mean of the year1y macro e1ast1c1t1es

- noted by e - and the unknown tax-po11cy component g1ves the change

1n taxes as

(3) [:., 10gT = e ('-., 10gx + a.

where a represents the d1scret10nary effect of the tax po11cy. The

content of a.depends on the way e has been ca1cu1ated.

The tax-po11cy effect a can be wr1tten for the neutra1 1ndexat10n of

tax ru1es and espec1a11y of the schedu1e as

(4) a = 10g (1 - ClogP)n)
o

-where rr 1s the measure of the average progress10n - average rate re-

spons1veness - 8 the average tax rate and p the tax ru1es 1ndexat10n

faetor .1)

-
The progress10n TI = m-G and the e1ast1c1ty e = 1 + ~. where m stands

o
for the average marg1na1 tax rate. so we have rr/8 = e-1. The parameters

n. m. 0 and e are we1ghted 1n the macrofunct10ns: a) the tax schedu1e

w1th the tax base post-deduct10n 1ncome and b) the comb1ned schedu1e-

deduct10n ru1es w1th the tax base pre-deduct10n 1ncome.

If there 1s no 1ndexat10n of the tax ru1es. p = 1 1n equation (4) and

consequent1ya = O. For a proport10na1 taxat10n. which does not need

any 1ndexation. p = 1 and e = 1 so a = O.

1) Neutra1 1ndexation means that the upper and 10wer 11mits of the
schedu1es' 1ncome braekets and the tax for the 10west income of the
respeet1ve brackets are 1ndexed by the same fae tor p. marg1na1 tax
rates unchanged. If the schedu1e 1s changed 1n a non-neutra1 fash1on.
we transform the effeet to a neutra1-equiva1ent indexat10n faetor p
shown in [10].
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Equation (3) can be written as

(5) e = ~10gT~

~log X

Combining equations (2) and (5) we have a measure for the

discretionary policy as

(6)
S

D(t) = -i =~
e ~10gX

~logX

~logT-a

= 6logT
6logT-a

i.e. the actual change in tax revenue in re1ation to the change in tax

revenue without tax policy. We have then: if p = 1 (no tax policy),

a = 0 and D(t) = 1; if p > 1, we have a < 0 and D(t) < 1; and if p < 1,

a > 0 and D(t) > 1. When D(t) > 1 the tax policy is discretionary up

wards, when D(t) < 1 discretionary downwards.

3. The scaling of the index

looking at the data we see that D(t) is for the whole period 1960-80

less than one, a less than zero and p > 1. This means that D(t) is

systematical1y downward biased in re1ation to the data-series. 1) We

know that the contribution to the growth in tax revenue in relation to

the contribution to the growth in the tax base for new taxpayers

introduced in the lower schedule brackets is less than the elasticity

for the old taxpayers. We therefore scale our original index D(t) to

have a new index D*(t) by multiplying D(t) by a factor k. Jn the

1) The question of bias depends, however, on how we like to handle the
effect of new taxpayers - included in a - as a tax-policy effect or
as an indirect endogenous effect. Jn every case we have to separate
it from the original direct-policy effect.
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progressive tax schedu1e case k = 1.1519. We have 1/k = 0.8681, which

is the index 1eve1 for the period 1969-73 during which no discretionary

tax po1icy, according to our definition, has been in effect. Therefore,

for the schedu1e-po1icy index we have D*(t) = 1.1519 D(t). The sca1ing

procedure is shown in chart 1 and forma11y presented in appendix 1.

Chart 1. The sca1ing of the e1asticity and the tax-po1icy effect

l1logT

e l1logx +a
e*l1log x =.lel1log x/ . k

/,
"

o
a [~~~~:,.,L---="""---M"'E-l1-I-O-9-x-+-E-------~ ::::
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We have 1n the chart the ca1cu1ated e. drawn from the or1gin 1n the

diagram. where the axes 610gT and 610gX indicate the 10g changes of

the tax revenue and the respective tax bases. For the period 1969-1973

we have the actua1 tax/tax base situation at point A. By shifting the

e1ast1c1ty l1ne e to the right to point A we have the line e 6logx+a

giving a negative intercept a. For the basic period we have by defini

t10n no tax po1icy so we have to make the intercept a = O. The e1astic-

ity e is ca1cu1ated w1thout correct10n for the new taxpayers, so e cor-

responds to a sma11er tax/tax base combination. say OH and OM at point

C. The new taxpayers contribution to the tax increase is HF = E: 6 10gT

and to the tax base increase ME = €:A 10gX. We sca1e the e1asticHy e
1-wHh l/k to have the line e* /:, 10gX = ~ 6 10gX at point A giv1ng

a = O. We st1l1 have the e1asticity e in use because the sca11ng means
1that 0, = -e /:, 10gX(l - i<)' We rewrHe equation (3) for the case of no

tax po1icy

(7) 6 10gT = e610gx + 0,

= e610gx - e610gx(l - l/k)

=e*610gx.

The a for other periods are sca1ed 1n re1ation to the shift for the

base per10d 1969/73. In chart 1 we have yet another situation

with the same elasticity e. that of the tax/tax base combination

indicated by point B. First. we have the sca1ing of the e to e* ac

cording the base period. By shifting the line e* 610gx to point B. we

have the line 610gT = e* 610gx+a* wHh the discretionary tax-po1icy

effect a*, not inc1uding - 1ike 0, - the effect of new taxpayers'

contribution to the increase in tax revenue. The effect of the new

taxpayers is 0,*-0,.
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4. The characteristlcs of the index

The index O(t) can be wrltten as

( 8) O(t) = 610gT
610gT-a

= e610gx+a =

e610gx e610gx

The index is a relatlve unlt-free measure, the tax-po11cy effect be1ng

re1ated to the change in the tax base. The change of O(t) depends on

changes in 0'" e and 6 10gx. The difference 60 is

(9)
a

160 = O( 1) - O( 0) = ----=---
e1610gx1

The index O*(t) and its difference 60* are transformations of O(t) and

60. We have

(10) O*(t) kO(t) k( 1 + a ) 1 + a*= = =
e610gx e*610gx

and

a* a*
(11 ) O*(l) - 0*( 0) = 1 0

e* 610gx e* 610gx
1 1 o 0

The effect 0',* is influenced by policy makers in their intent10n to

correct the tax rules for inf1ation, and 610gx is the growth ln the

nomlna1 lncomes or the tax base. The lncome growth is determlned ln

the markets; the tax-base growth, however, depends a1so on the deduc-
-tlon system lf x is post-deductlon incomes. The change ln e is "struc-

tura1" depending on the formation of 0',* and 610gx. The indexation

factor p, whlch is the measure of the degree of neutra1 or neutra1

equiva1ent indexation of tax ru1es, is defined for 0',* in the equatlon
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(12) 0.* = 10g(1 - 10gp(e-1)).

-For the or1g1nal po11cy effect 0.* we use the elast1city e calculated

for the old taxpayers. For a given equiproportionate income growth and

a positive p factor we have a solution giving a constant e1asticity e.

If D*(t) > 1, the tax policy is discretionary upwards; 1f D*(t) < 1,it

is d1scretionary downwards. If D*(t) increases (decreases), then the

tax po11cy is t1ght (slack) 1n relation to the period before, and the

judgement can be sa1d to be 1nvariant to the level of D*(t). The

relative 1ncrease or decrease of D*(t) indicates the degree of

tightening or slacking in taxation. D*(t) measures the tax po11cy

against the tax rules specified in nom1nal terms.

* * *1. For f1xed e1ast1c1ty (eO=e1=e ) and the level of the tax-po11cy

* * *effect (0.0=0,=0.) we have for equat10n (11) the dHference

(12) LlD* = 0.* ( 1
e* 6l ogx1

1 )
IJ.logxO

1 1
When 1ncome or the tax base accelerates, (LlJogx1 - ~6~lo~g~x~O) < O. If

0.* < 0, the difference 6D* 1s posit1ve. Also the partial der1vative

8D*/86logx depends on the sign of 0.*. Th1s means that if, for example,

the po1icy makers f1xed a* through the 1ndexation factor p for a

forecast 1ncome growth or 1nflation and the 1ncome growth happens to

be somewhat bigger than forecast, the downward discret1onar1ty is

smaller than assumed. The 1ndex D*(t) therefore accelerates. In chart

2 we see that the relative tax po11cy is t1ghten1ng because the

discret10nary po11cy effect 0.* 15 of lesser significance when the tax

base accelerates. We however know that when the tax base accelerates,
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the elasticity e* = ~ e is marginally dropping. To have a* constant,
k

when e changes, we have to marginally change the indexation factor p.

Chart 2. The change in the tax-policy index due to accelerated income
growth

Ii logT

e*1i log x1

e*l1log Xo

~_~ -I-__-1- ~1i log x

-------- ---

ETLA

* * *2. For fixed elasticity (eO=e1=e ) and tax-base growth

(L1logxO =L1logx1 =L1logx) the equation (11) is

( 13)
* *L1 D* _ a 1 - aO =

- e*Plogx 1 L1 *
e*~logx a

By increasing the indexation factor p.we receive 6a* < 0 and therefore

L1D* decreases. The partial derivative 8D*/aa* > 0 and ao*/ap < O. The

effect a*, determined by p, is independent in the short run of the

income growth. In the long run a* of course depends on the income

growth through the faetor p.
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* * * * *3. If aO=a,=a and 610gxO = 610gx1 = 610gx and e1 > eO' we have that

(14) 6.0* =~ (~ - 1,.)
610gx e1 eO

1s pos1t1ve 1f a* < 0 and negat1ve 1f a* > O. The part1a1 der1vat1ve

30*/ e* 1s pos1t1ve 1f a* 1s negat1ve and negat1ve 1f a* 1s posit1ve.

The change 1n the structure, wh1ch can be observed 1n the change af

the e1ast1c1ty e, means that a spec1f1c tax po11cy effect a* requ1res

a b1gger 1ndexat10n factor p the sma11er the e1ast1c1ty 1s. A1so we

have that a spec1f1c p g1ves a sma11er a* the b1gger the e1ast1c1ty 1s.

5. The tax-po11cy 1ndex and the cost-of-11ving 1ndex

As we11 as hav1ng the "do1ng nothing" as a d1seret10nary po1iey norm we

ean ehoose the off1c1a1 1ndex of eost of 11v1ng as norm to eonstruet the

tax-po11ey index. 1) Us1ng a f1ve-year mov1ng eost-of-liv1ng index Pn and

putting the price chang1ng faetor p eorrespond1ng ta Pn 1nto equation (4),

we reee1ve the normat1ve po1iey effeet an and a1so the normative tax-po11cy

index On' wh1eh depends on the ehange 1n the eost of liv1ng Pn' the

e1ast1eity e and the inerease 1n the tax base 61ogx. The tax-po1iey index,

based on the norm of the eost of 1iv1ng can be ealeulated as

1) It is, however, with reservation we use the average eost-of-1iv1ng
index (see, however, [19]) beeause, for examp1e, 1n the beg1nn1ng
af 1960' about 40 %af the 1ncome reee1vers - the r1eher part - were
payers of state ineome tax and the1r respeetive ineome share was
70 %. The average eommodity basket is perhaps not representative for
the taxpayers so we have not a "fa1r-norm" 1n m1nd when we make our
measures. In the year 1981 the taxpayer share was 60 %and the 1n
eome share 90 %.
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(15) ~6(t) = O*(t)/On(t).

A

If °< 1, the tax po11cy 1s discret10nary downwards, i.e. the tax

rules (e.g. the tax schedule) has been adjusted more than the infla-

tion requ1res, because p > Pn and p/Pn > 1. If °> 1, the schedu1e

is indexed 1ess than the inf1ation and we have P < Pn and p/Pn < 1.

111 EMPIRICAL RESULTS

The foregoing method for calcu1ation of a tax-po11cy index can be used

both for the tax-schedule policy and the combined schedule-deduction

policy.

1. The schedule po11cy

We have the unscaled tax-po11cy index Dl' and its scaled vers10n

*Dl. 80th measure the degree of tax po11cy discretionar1ty for the

schedule parameter. They relate the observed change 1n tax revenue to

the hypothetical change in taxes, which does not 1nclude the tax

poliey. They are unit-free from the level of change in tax revenue. If

*Dl or Dl are one, the discretionarity is zero. The sca11ng

*Dl ~01 is made to exclude from the policy measure the effect of

new taxpayers - the non-equiproport1onate growth effect. This is an

indirect effect of the schedule po11cy itself. l ) Correspond1ng to

* *Dl we have the schedule-policy effect a 1 - given in log-change points

- wh1ch does not include the effect of the new taxpayers.

1) The deduction policy is only ind1rect because it affects the growth
of post-deduction incomes.
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* * * *a l 1s zero 1f Dl = 1, negat1ve 1f Dl < 1 and pos1t1ve 1f Dl> 1.

*The pol1cy effect al , wh1ch 1s not to be cons1dered as a res1dual,

1s 1ndependent of the change 1n the tax base. It 1s 1n fact the

we1ghted sum of the 1nd1v1dual changes 1n taxes due to changes 1n the

schedule, the 1nd1v1dual tax bases be1ng kept constant. The effect

*a, has an operat1onal counterpart 1n the schedule 1ndexat1on

factor p,. If P, = " the schedule 1s nom1nally kept constant and

*g1ves a, = O. If P, > , the schedule 1s nom1nally 1ndexed fore-

wards - neutral or neutral-equ1valent - g1v1ng a negat1ve pol1cy effect

* *(a, < 0), 1f Pl < 1, 1t 1s 1ndexed backwards g1v1ng al > O.

*The al 1s, however, dependent on the average schedule progres-

s1v1ty TIl = el-le G1ven the foreward sh1ft 1n the nom1nal schedule

(Pl > '), the downward d1scret1onary effect 1s b1gger the steeper

the progress1v1ty 1s.

Us1ng the cost of 11v1ng as an 1ndexat1on factor for a normat1ve sh1ft

*1n the schedule, we can calculate the normat1ve effect al(n) and

* A * *the index Dl(n). Thus 0, = D1/O,(n) 1s a new index for the d1s-
A

cret10nary tax poliey. If 0, = 1 the schedule 1s on average sh1fted
A A

accord1ng to 1nflat1on; 1f Dl > 1 or Dl < 1 the schedule has been

sh1fted respect1vely more or less than the 1nflat1on. 0, has a coun-
A

terpart 1n the 1ndexat1on factor P, = p,/p(n).

We present 1n the follow1ng a qual1tat1ve-numer1cal compar1son for the

schedule tax pol1cy 1n table 1.
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Table 1. The index po1nts for 0; for five-year periods and a
qualitative indication of changes in the nominal schedule
w1th1n the five-year per1ods.

Qualitative indication1)
years 1n the period 0;*100

1 2 3 4 5

1961-65 0 + 74
62-66 0 + 0 77
63-67 + 0 + 93
64-68 + 0 + 0 94
65-69 0 + 0 0 94
66-70 0 + 0 0 0 100
67-71 + 0 0 0 0 100
68-72 0 0 0 0 0 95
69-73 0 0 0 0 0 100
70-74 0 0 0 0 90
71-75 0 0 0 + 97
72-76 0 0 + 76
73-77 0 + 66
74-78 + 53
75-79 + 54
76-80 49

1) + schedu1e shHted nomina11y backwards
- schedule shifted nominally forewards
0 schedule not changed at a11

It should be pointed out that the index based on the written tax 1aw

* *has for the periods the reference Dl = 1, a1 = 0 and Pl = 1, while
Ä *the index Dl based on the inf1at1on p(n) gives a reference D1(n), which

changes over the period. The comparisions to the two references are

done in comparative stat1c manner, and they are not based on any

chained hypothetical references. We cannot give answers, for example,

to the quest1on: how would the actual tax policy work today if the

schedule had previously been indexed yearly accord1nt to inflation?

These types of questions can not be answered because 1.a. the

1nflation of the past has been caused by a tax policy of no change of

the schedules.
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*From the index Dl we can see that with the nominal1y specified tax

1aw as a norm the tax po1icy was discretionary downwards, especia11y

in the beginning of 1960's and after the period ending with 1915, when

the schedu1e was indexed according to inf1ation. Looking at the po1icy

in re1ation to the inf1ation, i.e. Dl' we see that the po1icy was

most1y discretionary upwards exept in the two first periods and the

1ast period when the inf1ation indexation of the schedu1e even exceded

the inf1ation (see chart 3). In 1916-80 the schedu1e indexation was

made with about 1.1 10g percent higher rate than the inf1ation.

The tightening and slacking of the tax policy between the periods can
* A .*

be ca1cu1ated as 10g changes in the indices Dl and Dl marked Dl
A

resp. Dl (see appendix 3).

2. The combined schedu1e-deduction policy

The combined schedu1e-deduction po1icy can formal1y be analyzed in the

same way as the schedule policy. The deduction system works slighty

progressive1y so the combined tax-revenue e1asticity e2, with

respect to the taxpayers' pre-deduction incomes is somewhat bigger

than that for the schedu1e a10ne which was defined according to the

taxpayers' post-deduction incomes. We have the index O2, the scaled

* *°2, a2 and P2. The scaling factor k2 is a little bit higher than

-* -*that in the schedule case (k l ). The index means Dl and O2 are very

much the same. The combined tax policy has been slightly discretionary

*upwards for the periods 1964/68-1961/11 (02 > 1). From the period 1911/15

foreward the combined policy has been more downwards discretionary than

* *the schedule alone, i.e. O2 < Dl.
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*Chart 3. The schedule-po11cy and schedule-deduct1on-po11cy 1nd1ces Dl'
* A "-O
2

spec1f1ed aga1nst nom1nal rules and Dl' O2 spec1f1ed
aga1nst 1nflated rules, f1ve-year mov1ng per1ods.
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* *Chart 4. The schedule-policy index 01' the combined schedule-deduction-policy index 02 and the policy index
*including the tax-revenue effect from the non-equiproportionate income growth 03' five-year moving

periods.
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Regard1ng the schedule 1ndexat10n factor Pl and the factor for the

comb1ned schedule-deduct10n 1ndexat10n P2, we can observe 1n chart 5

that ma1nly they do not d1ffer from each other except in the five last

periods. The combined indexation for these periods was somewhat smal1er,

1.e. P2 < Pl' However, the effect on the tax revenue was bigger, i.e.

* *la21 > la 11, because the average e1asticity for the deduction system

increased for that time. The margina1 po11cy effect from the deduct10n

* * *system 1s counted as ~a2 =a 2 - a1. It was negat1ve for the per10ds

1961/65-1963/67, pos1tive for 1964/68-1970/74 and aga1n negative for

1971/75-1976/80.

By compar1ng b1 with 02 and Pl' w1th P2,we can observe that the

deduct10n po1icy marg1nal1y ;ncreased the schedu1e's upwards d1scre

tionarity and decreased the schedu1e's downwards d1scret10narity.

3. Integration of al1 income receivers into the tax-policy

ana1ys1s

We have above defined the tax po11cy and the effect of the new

taxpayers - the non-equ1proport10nate 1ncome growth effect - w1th

regard to the tax bases' post- and pre-deduction 1ncomes. In the

fo1low1ng we further assume the equ1proport10nate growth for a11

1ncome receivers, an assumpt10n which 1s not very restr1ct1ve. 1)

1) To have equiproportionate growth we can even 100sen the individua1

identity between periods 0 and 1. Given an income vector yO with n
income elements in ascending order, we have after, say, a 10 % in-

crease of every element a new vector Y1 with n! permutations
g;ving the same income distribution as the original yO' A1l

permutations of Y1 gives the same total tax revenue.



Chart 5. Inflation rate Pn, the indexation rates of the schedule P1 and the schedule-deduction rules P2' five
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For the chang1ng taxpayer popu1at10n we do not have equ1proport10nate

growth even 1f for the origina1 taxpayers it is equiproportionate,

because for new taxpayers the income growth 1s infinity.1) The

non-equiproport10nate growth which 1ndirect1y depends on the tax

policy can be measured by the income growth difference between tax-

payers and al1 income receivers. We ca1culate the contribut10n ta the

growth af tax revenue correspond1ng ta the income growth d1fference.

From the empirica1-data ser1es we have the growth re1ations

( 16)

where T is the tax revenue and x3 1s the 1ncome var1ab1e for a1l

1ncome rece1vers. If we ca1cu1ate the index

and sca1e it by k2, we have

( 18) !:J1ogT
*!:J1ogT-a3

*where a3 1s the total tax-policy effect defined on the 1ncome growth

af all income rece1vers. The difference

* * *(19) !:Ja 3 =a 3 - a 2

1) The 1ncome af new taxpayers in period 0 is zero in terms af the tax
payer popu1ation.
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g1ves us the contr1but10n of new taxpayers to the growth of tax

revenue. Th1s effect 1s caused by the non-equ1proport10nate 1ncome

growth of the chang1ng taxpayer popu1at10n. As we can see from the

*data, 6a3 d1sappears or 1s sma11 when the tax ru1es are 1ndexed

accord\ng to \nf1at\on or the growth of \ncomes. When the tax rules

A *are indexed accord1ng to 1nf1at10n 1.e. P2 = 1, 6a3 1s re1at1ve sma11

* *compared w1th a2; when P2 1s one, the effect 6a3 1s b1g 1n

*re1at10n to the po11cy effect a2.

*The tax-revenue effect 6a3 relat1ve to the non-equ1proport10nate

1ncome growth depends on the h1story of the lowest thresho1d for the

tax funct10n relat1ve to the mean or med1an 1ncome and the shape of

the money 1ncome dens1ty funct10n. The res1duals for the est1mated

equat10n

( 20) *6a3 = - 0.0004 + 1.7848 (610gx2 - 610gx3),

(0.000) (0. 034 ) R2
= 0.995

D-W = 0.264

where 610gx2 - 6 10gx3 is a proxy for the non-equiproportionate

growth of taxpayers income. behave therefore in a- systematically way.

4. The role of the deduction system

The deduct10n system works slightly progress1vel~ strenghten1ng the

growth of post-deduct10n incomes relative to the growth of pre-deduction

incomes. Also the deduct10n policy works 1n the same way so the effects

from the deduction policy are transmitted to the tax revenue through the

change in post-deduct1on incomes. The deduct10ns tax-policy effect

* * *lia 2 =a 2 -a1 is therefore to be considered as marg1nal.
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The schedule's lowest threshold and 1ts "project10n" through deduction

ru1es on the pre-deduct10n income variable - giving the pre-deduction

thresho1d y* - is the po1icy instrument determinating the non

equiproportionate growth of taxpayer income. 1)

The effect of th1s combined threshold instrument, working in a bounded

income range, can be quite different from the schedule-deduction-policy

effect on bigger income 1evels. It is therefore not surprising that the

effect of the sca1ing (non-equiproportionate effect) on the tax revenue

* *a 1 - a l and a 2 - a 2 is positive and quite big because the thresho1d

y* was not changed at al1 in years 1964-66 and 1969-13. In some years

the schedules have been indexed forewards,but in a non-neutra1 fash10n

1eaving the nominal1y threshold y* unchanged.

*The indirect tax-policy effect on the tax revenue 6a3' i.e. the

non-equiproportionate income growth effect, where we use the income

growth rate of a11 the income receivers as a "norm" for the taxpayer

population, is positive and diminishing from the period 1961/65 to,

the period 1911/15 and after that negative. The taxpayers l share of

a11 pre-deduction incomes rose from about 10 % in the beginning of

1960 ls to 95 % in the year 1913 and fell to 88 % in 1918. The

taxpayers share of the number of a1l income receivers respectively

rose from about 40 % in 1960 to 10 % in 1913 and fa1l to 60 % in 1918

(see chart 1).

1) This transmission prob1em and role of the schedulels 10west threshold
has been analyzed in a forthcoming paper, Edgren~ The personal state
income taxation and its dependence on deductions and the 10wer limit
of the schedule income in Finland.
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Chart 1. The concentrat1on curve for pre-deduct1on 1ncomes 1n the year
1978 and shares of persons taxed and not taxed 1n relat10n to
pre-deduct1on incomes taxed and not taxed 1n the years 1962-81,
percent.
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IV CONCLUDING REMARKS

Tax pol~cy measurement is f~rst of all a references problem. The

momentary one per~od or one year tax-revenue elast~c~t~es aggregated

from micro data have to be considered as ceteris paribus elasticities,

~.e. as such not suitable in a dynamic context. The elast~city has to

be scaled to su~t an unknown income growth. The tax-pol~cy effect can

be separated ~nto a direct effect w~th an operational tax-rules indexa

tion faetor and an indirect effect (the effect of new taxpayers) - a

form of non-equiproportionate income growth effect. This income growth

pattern is generated from the tax systemls discontinuity properties

in the lower ~ncome brackets and ~s not to be considered as growth

differences, for example, in the labour market. Because the pre-tax

~ncome distr~but~on in Finland for a long time has been rather stable

while the taxpayer populat~on has increased relative to income

receivers, we think that the discontinuity of the tax system is a

faetor which dominates tax revenue more than, for example, than the

effect of feedback from non-equiproport~onate growth with~n the tax

system itself.

The threshold variable y*, wh~ch is an integrated part of the tax rules,

can be used for the distributional analysis. If all income receivers

incomes grow equiproportionately and the threshold grows at the same rate

- i.e. tax rules are shifted in a neutral fashion - leaving the taxpayers l

share of all incomes constant, the distribution of taxes and after-

tax incomes is unchanged both regarding all ~ncome receivers and taxpayers.

If the threshold is moved faster than the average ~ncome growth the tax

burden is left on a smaller income share so the after-tax distr~but~on
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changes. thus d1m1n1sh1ng 1ncome d1fferences. If threshold and tax

rules are nom1nally f1xed or are changed more slowly than the 1ncomes

grow. the d1stribution effect works 1n the opposite direction.
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Appendix 1.

The sca1ing of the tax-po1icy index

The forma1 equation for the tax change is

(A) 61 ogT = e 61 ogx + a.

-where x is the tax base. e the tax-revenue e1asticity and a an inter-

cept measured in 10g terms. The "overestimating" of the e1asticity

with respect to the data - i.e. in the case of an increasing number of

arguments in the tax function T = f(x1•...• xn.t) where t is a tax

po1icy parameter - or the "underestimating" - in the case of a de

creasing number of arguments - givesus an other decomposition for the

tax change

A

(B) 61 ogT - a * =W11 109T + (l-w) 6 10g 1.

ln the above identity windicates the fraction of the tax-revenue

change for which the e1asticity is ca1cu1ated and a* the tax-po1icy

effect we are searching for.

Further. we have the decomposition

(C) 610gT - a* = e* 610gx.

1 -
where e* = f e is the sca1ed e1asticity. The sca1ed term e* 610gx in

equation (C) can be written as
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W
X is the fraction of the tax base increase which suits the calcu-

lated elasticity e. In the case of a* = 0 in equation (C) we have

using equation (A) ,e* !110gx = e!110gx + a for the scaling. By making

a = 0, we have to transform e to e*. For the "contribution" elasticity

ewe have

1 - wX
(E) e= k e.

1 - wx

In the case of no scaling (k=l), e* = 1 e =
k

and in equation (D) we have

(F) e* !110gx = [ewx + e(l-wx)] !110gx

= e[w* + (1_wx)] !110gx

= e!11 ogx.

A

e. In equation (E) e = e

If the scaling factor k = 1.1520 as in the schedule case, we receive,

for example, for a fraction W
X

= 0.8 and a calculated elasticity

e = 2.1393 a value of e = 0.128. The contribution e(1_wx) = 0.146 and

for a growth in the tax base
A x

of 0.10 the effect e(1-w ) !1logx = 0.015.

When the elasticity drops to 1.5, e falls to 0.511 and the effect to

0.010. We do not know the fraction wx. However, in case of increasing

arguments in the tax function - i.e. when the schedule specified in

nominal terms is not corrected at all or less than the increase in

nominal incomes - we have wX < rand the new arguments giving a

positive contribution to the automatic tax-revenue increase. This

happens ordinarily when e is decreasing.
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In the case of a decreas1ng number of arguments, the elast1c1ty 1s

underest1mated 1n relat10n to the data and wX > ~. Th1s g1ves a

negat1ve contr1but1on because e 1s then negat1ve accord1ng to equat10n
A x _

(E) and we have e(l-w ) Alogx < O. Th1s happens when elast1c1ty e 1s

1ncreas1ng due to the fact that the schedule spec1f1ed 1n nom1nal

terms 1s corrected faster than the 1ncrease of nom1nal 1ncomes.

We have an one hand the index

( G) 0* = kD(t) = k(l + a ) = k + ~~a~_
. e A.logx e* f..logx

On the other hand 1s

( H) 0* = 1 + a*
e* f..logx

H.-Therefore, a = (l-k)e* f..logx + a* and a* = a - ( k )e f..logx. If

there 1s no scal1ng, k=l and a*=a. The scal1ng tr1ck and 1ts formal

mean1ng 1n the form of new arguments 1n the tax funct10n use the

assumpt10n of equ1proport1onal change for the 1nd1vidual tax bases,

wh1ch means that the cov( ) is zero 1n equat10n (1). The effect on

the elast1c1ty of an 1ncrease (or decrease) of arguments have 1n a way

been taken into account for the calculatedde by tak1ng the mean

elast1c1ty for the per10d 0 and 1, because 1n per10d 1 we have for the

calculat10n 1ncluded the new taxpayers wh1ch affect the tax we1ght

w~. The new taxpayers however d1sturb the equ1proport1onal

assumpt1on, so we can think new taxpayers affect the cov-term by

caus1ng a non-equ1proport1onal change 1n the tax base. In th1s respect

the cov depends on the tax pol1cy. We can 1ntu1t1vely 1mag1ne that the

faster the tax base changes, the b1gger the d1stance between the mean
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income and the 10west nominally specified limit for the taxable income

(the income level which gives a positive tax) is going to be and the

more new taxpayers are being integrated into the taxpayer population.

The effect depends, however, on the history, because a yearly indexed

nominal tax scale, for example, including its lowest threshold

maintains its relative position over time to the income distribution,

disturbing not at all or very little the equiproportional assumption,

while the scale nominally fixed for a long time has emptied its stock

of new potential new taxpayers in the end, so the problem of non

equiproportionate tax base growth disappears.

In the proportional taxation the new taxpayers contribution to the

increase in tax revenue is equivalent to the contribution of the

increase in the tax base. The more progressive taxation, is the

smaller the contribution to the tax increase is in relation to the tax

base increase for new taxpayers in the 10wer tail of the income

distribution. For a new taxpayer jumping to an income level

corresponding to the average tax rate, the relation between the

contri buti ons i s one.
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Append1x 2.

The average or macro parameters 1n 1ncome taxat1on. 1nstantaneous

yearly values

The mean1ng of the parameters:

1. The average tax rate 1nd1cates the tax share of total 1ncomes.

2. The marg1nal tax rate g1ves on average the 1ncrease 1n tax revenue

1n monetary terms for an 1ncrease of 1ncomes of one monetary un1t.

3. The average progression 1s the d1fference between the average

marg1nal tax rate and the average tax rate.

4. The average tax elast1c1ty g1ves the relat1ve 1ncrease of the tax

revenue on average due ta the relat1ve 1ncrease of 1ncomes.

5. The average post-tax elastic1ty g1ves the relat1ve 1ncrease of

post-tax 1ncomes due to the relat1ve 1ncrease of 1ncomes.

6. The "gross earn1ngs deflator" 1nd1cates how much the gross 1ncome

or tax base has to 1ncrease on average to have a one-un1t 1ncrease

of post-tax income or base (see [16]).
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Values of macro parameters; income concept: taxpayers' pre-deduction

incomes

state income taxation

1977 1978 1979 1980

- marginal tax rate 0.252 0.256 0.252 0.256

- average tax rate 0.122 0.118 0.119 0.121

- progression 0.130 0.138 0.133 0.135

- tax elasticHy 2.066 2.169 2.118 2.116

- post-tax elasticity 0.852 0.844 0.849 0.846

- gross-earnings deflator 1.174 1 .185 1.178 1 .181

state income taxation,
municipal taxation and
secured persons
social security fees

- marginal tax rate 0.4064 0.3989 0.3978 0.4032

- average tax rate 0.2864 0.2717 0.2764 0.2794

- progression 0.1200 0.1272 0.1214 0.1238

- tax elasticHy 1.4190 1.4682 1 .4392 1.4431

- post-tax elasticity 0.8318 0.8253 0.8322 0.8282

- gross-earnings deflator 1 .2022 1 .2116 1 .2016 1.2074
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Values of macro parameters in state income taxation; income concept:

taxpayers' post-deduction incomes

Post- Gross-

Year
Marginal
tax rate

Average Pro-
tax rate gression

Tax tax
e1asticity elasticity

earnings
deflator

1960 0.1537 0.0703 0.0834 2.1863 0.9107 1.0985

61 0.1581 0.0700 0.0881 2.2586 0.9053 1 .1046

62 0.1612 0.0742 0.0870 2.1725 0.9060 1 .1037

63 0.1656 0.0774 0.0882 2.1395 0.9044 1 .1057

64 0.1897 0.0895 0.1002 2.1196 0.8900 1 .1237

1965 0.1776 0.0885 0.0891 2.0068 0.9022 1 .1083

66 0.1840 0.0944 0.0896 1.9492 0.9011 1.1098

67 0.2170 0.1117 0.1053 1 .9427 0.8815 1 .1345

68 0.2282 0.1216 0.1066 1 .8766 0.8786 1 .1381

69 0.2313 0.1274 0.1039 1 .8155 0.8809 1 .1352

1970 0.2402 0.1344 0.1058 1 .7872 0.8778 1 .1392

11 0.2513 0.1443 0.1070 1.1415 0.8750 1 .1429

72 0.2682 0.1571 0.1111 1 .1072 0.8682 1 .1518

13 0.2844 0.1741 0.1091 1.6219 0.8671 1 .1533

14 0.28* 0.1765 0.1035 1.5864 0.8743 1.1438

1915 0.3177 0.1958 0.1219 1.6226 0.8484 1 .1787

16 0.3016 0.1751 0.1325 1.7567 0.8394 1.1914

17 0.2925 0.1655 0.1210 1.1674 0.8418 1 .1795

18 0.2860 0.1513 0.1281 1 .8182 0.8413 1.1803

19 0.2885 0.1603 0.1282 1.1998 0.8413 1.1802

1980 0.2969 0.1643 0.1326 1 .8071 0.8413 1.1886
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Values of macro parameters in state income taxation, municipal taxation

and insured persons social security fe~s; income concept: taxpayers'

post-deduction incomes

Post- Gross-

Year
Marginal
tax rate

Average
tax rate

Pro
gression

Tax tax
elasticity elasticity

earnings
deflator

1960 0.2297 0.1778 0.0519 1.2919 0.9369 1.0674

61 0.2192 0.1709 0.0483 1.2826 0.9417 1.0619

62 0.2238 0.1751 0.0487 1 .2781 0.9410 1 .0627

63 0.2275 0.1780 0.0495 1 .2781 0.9398 1 .0641

64 0.2563 0.1949 0.0614 1 .3150 0.9237 1.0826

1965 0.2631 0.2047 0.0584 1.2853 0.9266 1 .0793

66 0.2764 0.2159 0.0605 1.2802 0.9228 1.0836

67 0.3052 0.2347 0.0705 1.3004 0.9079 1.1015

68 0.3241 0.2491 0.0750 1.3011 0.9001 1.1110

69 0.3312 0.2567 0.0745 1.2902 0.8998 1.1114

1970 0.3470 0.2700 0.0770 1.2852 0.8945 1.1179

71 0.3627 0.2822 0.0805 1.2853 0.8879 1 .1263

72 0.3809 0.2956 0.0853 1.2886 0.8789 1.1378

73 0.4046 0.3181 0.0865 1.2719 0.8731 1 .1453

74 0.4233 0.3252 0.0981 1.3017 0.8546 1. 1701

1975 0.4226 0.3347 0.0879 1.2626 0.8679 1. 1522

76 0.4248 0.3241 0.1007 1.3107 0.8510 1.1751

77 0.4095 0.3147 0.0948 1 .3012 0.8617 1 .1605

78 0.3940 0.2997 0.0943 1.3146 0.8653 1 .1556

79 0.3997 0.3045 0.0952 1 .3126 0.8631 1.1586

1980 0.4097 0.3102 0.0995 1.3208 0.8558 1.1685
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Notation:
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Data used for construction of the tax-policy index

,.

2.

3.

4.

'-4

5.

6.

7.

6-7

T

x,

p(n)

-e,

Total tax revenue

Total post-deduction incomes of taxpayers

Total pre-deduction incomes of taxpayers

Total pre-deduction incomes of all income receivers

Empirical data-series, 5-year moving sums

Factor of change of the official cost-of-living index

The macro (non-scaled) tax-revenue elasticity with

respect to post-deduction incomes of taxpayers

The macro (non-scaled) tax-revenue elasticity with

respect to pre-deduction incomes of taxpayers

The elasticities are calculated on yearly micro data

and transformed to 5-year arithmetic means
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Transformat1ons:

, refers to tax bases:
1 = 1 post-deduet10n 1neomes of taxpayers
1 = 2 pre-deduet10n 1neomes of taxpayers
1 = 3 pre-deduet10n 1neomes of all 1neome reee'vers

81 = 610gT/610gX
1

Emp'r'ea1 rat'os of 10g ehanges

Dl = 81/e1, 02 = 82/e2, 03 = 83/e2

The (non-sea1ed) tax-po11ey 1nd1ees

a, = (01-1/D1)*6109T

The (non-sea1ed) po11cy effects

* * *1l. 01,02 01 = k1 * 01 Sca1ed po 11 cy 1nd1ces

k1 1/01 (1969173) = 1.1520

k2 = l /D2 (1969173) = 1.1762

* *
°3 03 = k2 * D

3

* * * 112. e
1

,e
2 e, = ~ e1 Sea1ed e1ast1e1t1es

1

* * * * * *13. a 1,a 2,a 3 a, = (0, -1/0,) *61 ogT

Sea1ed po11cy effeets

* -P1 = exp{-exp{(a 1-1)/(e,-1)}

Neutral (neutral-equ1va1ent) 1ndexat10n fae tor

of tax ru1es: the sehedu1e 1=1, the schedu1e +

deduct10ns from 'ncome 1=2



15. * *
å 1 '0.2
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*0.1 = l09(1-(logp1)(e;-1»

* *16. 0. 1(n) ,0. 2(n)

.
21. 0

*ai(n) = lo9(1-1ogp(n»(e i -l»

The referenee poliey effeet aeeord;ng

to the offieial eost-of-living index

The referenee tax-poliey indiees

A * *Di = °i/O;(n)

Measures of tax paliey with respeet ta the

eost-of-liv1ng 1ndex

Pi = Pi/p(n)

The indexatian of tax rules relat1ve to

ehanges in eost af living

* * *60.2 = 0.2-0.1

Oeduetian poliey marginal effeet

* * *60.
3

= 0.
3

-0.2

Policy effect of "new taxpayers"

Log ehanges af tax-poliey indiees



(31 e1 01 0* a* L110gT1 1
1961/1965 1.36858 2.1393 .63973 0.73695 -.06726 .18844
1962/1966 1. :::8229 2.0775 .665:::6 0.76648 -.06385 .20956

1963/1967 1.63453 2.0:::15 .80459 0.92687 -.01765 .22:::69
1964/1968 1.61216 1.9789 .81467 0.9:::848 -.01566 .23895

1965/1969 1.57034 1. 9181 .81870 0.94311 -.01229 .20:::75
1966/1970 1.63011 1. 8742 .86976 1. 00194 .00039 .20089
1967/1971 1.59004 1. 8:::27 .86759 0.99944 -.00012 .21108
1968/1972 1.46722 1. 7856 .82170 0.94657 -.01257 .22273
1969/1973 1.50681 1. 7358 .86808 1. 00000 -.00000 .24547
1970/1974 1.34092 1. 7127 .78293 0.90191 -.02765 .25426
1971/1975 1.41333 1.6797 .84.142 0.96929 -.00805 .25404
1972/1976 1.1089::: 1.6828 .65898 0.75913 -.06464 .20372

1973/1977 0.97088 1.6948 .57286 0.65992 -.07633 .14812

1974/1978 0.79336 1. 7329 .45782 0.52740 -.M531 .09520
1975/1979 0.81519 1. 7529 .46505 0.5:::572 -.07919 .09137
1976/1980 0.75709 1. 7898 .42300 0.48728 -.09671 .09191

A A

P1 p(n) ai(n) °i(n) °1 P1

1961/1965 1. 05876 1.0533 -.06098 .75550 0.97546 1. 00518
1962/1966 1. 05908 1.0557 -.06018 .77689 0.98659 1. 00:::20
1963/1967 1.01711 1. 0576 -.05950 .78989 1.17342 0.96171
1964/1968 1. 01600 1. 0658 -.06441 .78767 1.19146 0.95328

1965/1969 1.01339 1. 0500 -.04583 .81638 1.15525 0.96514
1966/1970 0.99956 1. 0456 -.0::m6 .8:::477 1.20026 0.95596
1967/1971 1. 00014 1. 0504 -.04181 .8:::468 1.19739 0.95215
1968/1972 1.01603 1. 0544 -.04251 .83974 1.12721 0.96361

1969/1973 1.00000 1. 0630 -.04600 .84219 1.187:::8 0.94073
1970, 1974 1. 03901 1.0955 -.06722 .79092 1.14033 0.94843
1971'/1975 1.01186 1.1270 -.08476 .74983 1.29268 0.89784
197.2/1976 1.09601 1.1413 -.09458 .68294 1.11156 0.960:::2

1973/1977 1.11157 1.1472 -.10028 .59630 1.10669 0.96894
1974/1978 1.11803 1.1324 -.09555 .49907 1.05676 0.98731
1975:/1979 1.10641 1.1124 -.08360 .52222 1.02585 0.99462
197.6/1980 1.12380 1.1047 -.08191 .52878 0.92153 1.01729



. A

0* a* 6a* 0* 01 0*
3 3 3 1 2

1961/1965 0.87879 -.02599 .06207

1962/1966 1. 07729 .01504 .08210 . .03928 .01135 .10579

1963/1967 1.20895 .03866 .05691 .19001 .17342 .19924

1964/1968 1. :::0686 .05611 .05093 .01245 .01526 .100:::2

196"5/1969 1. 21661 .0:::628 .03056 .00493 -.03087 .00658

1966/1.970 1. 22862 .037:::8 .02690 .06051 .03822 .02511

1967/1971 1.17673 .03170 .02644 -.00250 -.00239 -.02837

196'8/1972 1.12048 .02395 .03131 -.05435 -.06040 -.05775

1969/1973 1.14047 .03023 .0302::: .05491 .05200 .03253

1970/1974 0.99805 -.00050 .01890 -.10324 -.04042 -.07352

1971/1975 0.87999 -.03464 .00691 .07205 .12539 -.07798

1972/1976 0.70965 -.08::::::5 -.00792 -.24439 -.15095 -.16:::52

1973/1977 0.58184 -.10645 -.01269 -.14006 -.00440 -.17539

197'4/1978 0.42315 -.12977 -.02391 -.22416 -.04616 -.25727

1975/1979 0.4:::200 -.12014 -.01778 .01566 -.02968 -.00386

1976/1980 0.44:::59 -.11529 -.00993 -.09477 -.10725 -.01221

. (a*-a*)-
A . 2 1
O2 0* 6a* a*-a a*-a (a2-a1)

3 2 1 1 2 2
1961 j1965 -.02080 .03886 .04873 .00987

1962/1966 .07754 .20366 -.00:::22 .04155 .04875 .00720

1963/1967 .18357 .11530 -.00060 .0:::668 .04264 .00596

1964/1968 .10288 .07787 .02084 .03869 .04120 .00251

1965/1969 -.02879 -.07156 .01801 .0:::28::: .03490 .00207

1966/1970 .00047 .00983 .01009 .0:::047 .03356 .00309

1967/1971 -.02702 -.04316 .00537 .03210 .03627 .00418,
1968/1972 -.06385 -.04898 .00521 .0:::576 .04055 .00479

19619/1973 .0:::278 .01768 .00000 .03730 .04326 .00596

1970/1974 .00178 -.13339 .00826 .04284 .04823 .00539

1971/1975 .00425 -.12589 -.03351 .03983 .05209 .01227

1972/1976 -.04115 -.21514 -.01079 .04078 .04920 .00841

197:3/1977 -.00164 -.19857 -.01742 .03411 .04263 .00852

1 97'4/1978 -.03831 -.31847 -.02056 .02743 .0:::544 .00800

1975/1979 -.05608 .02069 -.02317 .0i;592 .0:::414 .00822

1976./1980 -.03790 .02648 -.00865 .02867 .0:::477 .00610



-
°2S2 e2 0* a* P22 2

1961/ 1965 1.29206 2.23 .57940 0.68151 -.08806 1.07094
1962/ 1966 1.39759 2.17 .64405 0.75756 -.06707 1. 05701
1963/1.967 1. 67427 2.13 .78604 0.92457 -.01825 1. 01613

1964/ 1968 1. 79882 2.07 .86899 1. 02214 .00518 0.99516

1965/ 1969 1. 76695 2.02 .87473 1. 02889 .00572 0.994:::9

1966/1970 1. 76703 1.97 .89697 1.05505 .01048 0.98920

1967/ 1971 1. 6827::: 1.93 .87188 1. 02554 .00526 0.99435

1968/1972 1.54715 1. 88 .82295 0.96799 -.00737 1. 00837
1969/ 197::: 1.56431 1.84 .85017 1. 00000 .00000 1. 00000
1970/1974 1.44553 1.83 .78991 0.92912 -.01940 1. 02342
1971/1975 1.35171 1.85 .73065 0.85942 -.04155 1. 04905

1972/ 1976 1.16641 1. 88 .62043 0.72978 -.07543 1. 08607

1973/ 1977 0.99960 1.92 .52062 0.61238 -.09?75 1.10216

1974/ 1978 0.80103 1.99 .40253 0.47347 -.10587 1.10680

1975/ 1979 0.80997 2.02 .40098 0.47164 -.102:::6 1.10009
1976/1980 0.81202 2.05 .39611 0.46592 -.10536 1. 09992

A A

aZ(n) °2(n) °2 63 ° Pz3

1961/ 1965 -.06600 .74059 0.92022 1.66607 0.74712 1.01674

1962/ 1966 -.06552 .76182 0.99441 1. 98746 0.91588 1. 00124

1963/ 1967 -.06537 .77384 1.19479 2.18925 1. 02781 0.96079

1964/ 1968 -.07062 .77187 1.32425 2.29988 1.11105 0.93372

1965/ 1969 -.05105 .79966 1.28666 2.08933 1.03432 0.94704

1966/ 1970 -.04422 .81960 1. 28727 2.05774 1.04454 0.94606

1961/1971 -.04681 .81849 1.25296 1.93080 1.00042 0.94664

1968/1972 -.04774 .82350 1.17546 1. 79088 0.95260 0.95635

1969/ 197::: -.05268 .82330 1. 21462 1. 78405 0.96959 0.94073

1970/ 1974 -.07872 .76358 1.21679 1.55277 0.84851 0.93420

1971/ 1975 -.10717 •70331 1.22197 . 1.38406 0.74814 0.93083

1972/ 1976 -.12:::65 .62230 1.17271 1.13425 0.60332 0.95161

1973/ 1977 -.13506 .52305 1.17079 0.94976 0.49467 0.96074

1974/ 1978 -.13136 .42019 1.12678 0.71591 0.35975 0.97739

1975/ 1979 -.11502 .44272 1.06532 0.74189 0.36727 0.98893

1976/1980 -.11043 .45424 1.02571 0.77311 0.37713 0.99567
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